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Next Run 2122
Date:

8th July 2019

Time:

Hare:

Boof

Co Hare:

Run
Site:

Millington Reserve Karrinyup, From Freeway head West on Karrinyup
Rd, left into Jeanes Rd, right into Elliott Rd, right into carpark

Grub: Yes.

6:00pm
Theme:

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs
Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Tagg a coon @ Des Penman Reserve, Nollamara
Preamble:
35 men of Hamersley left their parked cars in a high risk area to walk 100 metres to where the van was at the
Nollamara Sports Centre. Simaltaneously, GM mounts the crate and the RA calls for order. Tagg then explains
the run and tells them to head east at Lemana Rd.
The Run:
For those that completed the course, it was not as bad as it was made
out in the circle. Tagg wanted a lot of False Trails so the Tagg Support
Team (TSG) made sure there was plenty. To summerise, the trail went
south on the east side of Des Penman Reserve, just after the RSL it went
left on Apara Wy briefly going onto Nollamara Ave before a long wiggly
bit up Flinders St, turning left at the JW’s hangout heading north and
turning right at Ravenswood Dr. Then a bit of a left right through the
odours of currys being cooked until they turned left at the Arkana fish
and chip shop. Turning left again at Stroughton Rd and again left righting
all the way bay to Ravenswood Dr. Some were losing hope of finding the
drink stop but, just like magic, there were the boys with VB and witchetty
grub lollies for the ones that perserveered. It was downhill all the way
from Tony Marcon Park to on home.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
The GM mounts the crate and calls for an abbo kid to get into Coops’s car. Our returnicks were: Screwdriver,
Mullaway, Captain Hook and MauSei.
General Business:
Donka told us it is 298 days to Inter Hash, there are boat cruises, trips to Cuba and the like being organised.
Pan Asia and Mekong Indonesia were also mentioned. Precious told us the Duffy had just bought two
raincoats. Tagg has organised this week’s lunch at Good Fortune Roast Duck House at 354 William Street
Perth.

Charges:
Mullaway on Bravefart for being a soft cock not using his Viagra. Coops on Mullaway for being captured in a
photograph on holiday, his photo appearing in the West Australian and Mullaway has no hash gear on nor any
mention of Hamersley. The GM on Coops for locking his keys in his car. Disgraceful on Voodoo for drink
spillages. Bravefart on the Tagg Support Group (TSG) for the “double false trail” claiming it was a fuckup and it
confused him, by right of reply, Sir Kumsize admitted it was something different to keep the runners on their
toes and that Bravefart was the only one out of nine runners that got confused, the TSR took the charge.
ARSE Report:
The Fat Cunt stood on the crate and called the cunts to order. Word of the week is "Rasure" and the clue is
Shit Scraper. None of you clowns guessed it, it means scraping at a parchment, usually to trying to erase
things from a document. On this day, happened in 1997, MauSei is banned from guessing, he gives it away for
a boong egg to Wimpy, it was when the Pommy cunts handed Hong Kong back to the Chogi cunts. The chinks
didn't want MauSei either, so we got the kiwi prick.
While Wimpy is getting his boong egg, he is called on to do a sport report. The cunt starts talking about some
VFL game on Sunday but we want to know what happened in the WAFL on Saturday. Wimpy has selective
memory and talks to Boof about the ODI on saturday night.
Now we happened to have a couple of throttlers with birthdays this week. Gasman calls in Popeye and the
GM. The RA reckons blondie might spit the dummy again, so he gives the cunt one. Asks which one wants to
recieve the cake, Popeye is a bit shy so he gives Mel Adjusted a chocolate mud cake. “There ya goes yas
cunts, now ya can fuck off”, our RA intoned. While they're there, he gets them to spin the wheel. The GM
spins a boong egg, but the spin was that limp wristed must be the Friday hash coming out in him. "Spin it
again like a H4 god ya cunt", the RA encourages. He almost breaks the fucking thing and spins up Tampax on
ice. Popeye spins the bald headed cunt up as well, then Coops comes in and spins Mr Potatohead on ice. The
A.R.S.E has heard him farting and doesn't want another chocolate Mudcake left behind so lets Mr Potatohead
use a trump card on Kazi.
WOW:
Now it is Wanker of the week time. We have two incumbents, our noble on sec Sir Kumsize and Mac the
Mouth. They are asked for any nominations and to the RA’s shock and amazement, Sir Kumsize goes off at
some of the cunts. Because he got it for shaking some fucking throttler’s hand (the cunt we don't name) years
ago he starts with Mullet as the dobbing sniveller that put forward Sir Kumsize as a nomination last week
citing he even said the unmentionable’s name,.. twice! He found out through the week (from a secret witness)
that Coops practically fell over himself and others to shake the unmentionable’s hand at a similar event. Sir
Kumsize brought up several “suggestions” on why the RA should be considered a wanker for the week. Both
Sheep Thrills and Wimpy interrupted Sir Kumsize during his reading of nominations and were brought out as
interrupting wankers and last but not least Scraper was nominated for being a dumb cunt during word of the
week. Kazi got nominated somehow as well, probably because he was moaning being on the ice at the time.
Mac the Mouth was happy with Sir Kumsize’s nominations and no further nominations came from the circle.
The RA didn't feel he needed any more and called for voting. The boys recognised Mullet was doing the right
thing dobbing the On Sec in, so he was told to fuck off. The RA never really heard the suggestions about
himself, must be the same hearing problem he had when Tagg nominated RADS earlier in the year. When Sir
Kumsize was the vote, the boys nearly blew the house down. “The rest of you cunts may as well fuck off,” our
RA continued “give your shirt back Mac” and with a tear in his eye “Storm Boy” pronounced Sir Kumsize a
carryover Wanker of the Week. Next year is looking colder and colder for “Sir Percival”.
H4 Honours: Tonight we Congratulate:
Troppo for donating some new down down mugs.
Jokes:
All coon jokes, part of the act and not suitable to put up here.

Run Report:
Bravefart thought it was a good run despite the “confusing” markings. He split the score thus: Sir Kumsize 1,
Tagg 2 and Spud 7 saying it was 9 out of 10, Obviously numbers as well as Hash markings confuse him
1+2+7=10 you silly cunt!
Ice:
Quiet night for the cold seat, Scraper as the word clue, Tampax twice a victim of the RA’s spinners and Kazi
got trumped by Mr Potatohead.
Next Week’s Run:
Boof, Millington Reserve, Karrinyup.
Next week’s van driver:
Popeye
Hares Act:
Despicable, racist, non-political “open mike” abo and coon jokes, funny as fuck, but you wonn’t see them
here.
Song:
Mullaway led us in Raise Your Mugs.
H4 Hashhouse:
Scraper Stew.
ON ON Sir Kumsize

Mel Adjusted / Sir Kumsize 33/52
Note:
Duties of the Hare, extracted from “Guide to Hares”
“The hares are to assit with setting up the equipment: barbeque, tables, crates, generator, lighting, flags etc,
under the direction of the Hash Splash.”
“The hares are responsible in the cleaning up of the site. The hares must also make sure that the barbeque,
tables and any other equipment used on the night is cleaned up and packed back into the Van before they
leave the site.”

ON ON
H4 hosted, Close To Your Heart Run

Trinidad & Tobago 2020

1st of October 2019

24 -26 April 2020
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

